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Key competences: 

 Professional competence

 Humanistic qualities

Medical university



Target students

Language

Needs analysis

 freshman

 clinical medicine

 dual degree

 intermediate

level

 get IELTS 6.5

 study overseas

 critical thinking

 inter-cultural

communication

Current level

Major Language Abilities 

Objectives



Objectives

02 think critically about their ambitions 
in life and career

The students will be able to

a summary 

comments
01 write an interview report including 
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TERRIFIC: 
Target, Evaluate, Routinize, 

Reflect, Inquire, Fulfill, 

Integrate, Content

Production-Oriented 

Approach

Theories

task-based 

language teaching

PrinciplesApproaches



Procedure

Set up

Conduct

Record

Report

10-min

Interview: real-world task

Interview

Group work



Procedure

Report: production taskEnabling 

(POA)

The topic

Introduction

The interview

Summary

Interviewee's ambitions 
& 

Students' ambitions

Comments



Procedure 

Intercultural perspective

Think global, act local.
。

Cultural confidence

Enabling 

(POA)

Interview: real-world task

3 questions Structure



Reading 1

Procedure

Comments

Pre-class reading materials: autonomous study

Summary

3 supplementary articles

Unit 1 Reading 1



Summary

Procedure 

Enabling 

(POA)

Keys to writing a summary

Comprehension of Reading 1



Procedure 

Enabling 

(POA)

Comments

A medicine-related 
statement

Idols' ambitions

Explain why or why not

Rethink about personal ambitions
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Answer

iWrite 

(Peer assessment)



Criteria for Explict & Implicit Assessment
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Dimensions Specifications Scale

Language
All the collocations are used appropriately. 1   2   3   4   5

Facts and opinions are written with correct sentence structures. 1   2   3   4   5

Summary

All the important information from the interview is included. 1   2   3   4   5

It is summarized as main ideas, without including too many details. 1   2   3   4   5

It is written in your own words or quoted from the original text. 1   2   3   4   5

There are no personal opinions in the summary. 1   2   3   4   5

Comment

The comment is based on the summary. 1   2   3   4   5

There is no cultural misunderstanding or stereotypes. 1   2   3   4   5

The comments on the interviewee's ambitions are made critically. 1   2   3   4   5

The personal ambitions are elabrated based on critical thinking. 1   2   3   4   5
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Answer

Quiz iWrite 

(Peer assessment)
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Introducing the topic 

01 02

“Taking what it comes” mindset



A definition from Reading 1

 Dreaming big dreams

 Putting no limits on

 expectations

 hopes 

 Taking what it comes

Introducing the topic 



An interview with a doctor entrepreneur2 Questions:

 How does Dr. Brett define “ambition”?

 What are Dr. Brett’s ambitions at 

different stages?

 What is your ambition?

Introducing structure

A person’s strong _________ to fulfil

the predestined __________ for their life.

From a good doctor to a ______________,

to a doctor entrepreneur.

desire

purpose

pediatrician



Section
1

Sequence main points according to certain criteria 

Section 
2

Section 
3

Introduction Summary Comments 

Introducing structure



Reading: Five keys to writing effective summaries

Quiz: “Better Man Out”

Pre-class input  

In-class test 

Writing a summary 

2

1
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Writing a summary 

Quiz:  

Better 

Man 

Out



A. The author’s friend Beth had various ambitions back in college.

B. The author’s friend Beth was interested in foreign relations,

going to law school, and even being the Secretary of State.

Writing a summary 



Shorter Main ideas

Keys



Keys

Writing a summary 

Original 

A. Even so, you have to come to terms with limitations.

B. In spite of that, you have to accept your weaknesses.


From page 6, Reading 1 



Writing a summary 

Objective

A. One of the author’s ambitions is to be a good pediatrician.

B. One of the author’s ambitions is to be a good pediatrician, indicating

she is now less wise.



Keys



Writing a summary 

Objective

“You limit your ambitions and become more realistic, wiser about your …”

From page 5-6, Reading 1 

Keys



Writing a summary 

Objective

A. One of the author’s ambitions is to be a good pediatrician.

B. One of the author’s ambitions is to be a good pediatrician, indicating

she is now less wise.



Misinterpretation

Keys



Summary

Your 
interpretation 

or opinions

Others’ 
opinions or 

facts

VS.

Comments Explain whyCompare

Writing comments



Although I am not as ambitious as Dr. Brett, I would be just happy to 

work hard and fulfill my ambition as a successful plastic surgeon. 

Writing comments



Verify information

Reminder 1

Avoid misconceptions

Writing comments



Because doctors’ mission is to save lives, my ambition 

is to save as many lives as possible. 

Reminder 1

Verify 

information

 minimize pain

 recover from a disease

 learn to live with an      

incurable disease

 …

Help patients

Writing comments



Illustrate your statements with

specific details 

Reminder 2

Writing comments



Evaluation 

Renew your ambition?

Change

Comments



For inspiration

Tao chose to hold onto his medical beliefs.

Basketball star: Kobe Bryant ll Eye doctor: Tao Yong

And so that curiosity to see where I could push this thing



Get inspired, inspire others!


